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Who is this training for, and what are the learning objectives?

• This webinar is intended for reviewers, reconcilers, and quality assurance reviewers 
who conduct study reviews.

• This training aims to support you and help you…
– Know what to expect from WWC quality control activities after completing a review.
– Be able to access resources and use the information provided in this webinar to complete 

reviews that meet and exceed quality expectations.
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Overview of WWC Quality Control Activities
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Overview: The role of quality control

WWC staff conduct quality control activities to 
promote the quality and consistency of study 
reviews.

Quality control activities identify opportunities 
to…
• Make corrections to study reviews.

• Update materials to support reviewers.
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Highlights of quality control activities

Peer review
• What: In-depth checks 

of all study reviews that 
meet standards

• When: At the time 
contractors submit 
completed study reviews 
and before they are 
published to the WWC

Study review audits
• What: Re-reviews of a 

random sample of study 
reviews

• When: Sampled from 
study reviews published 
to the WWC several 
times during the year

Other quality control 
activities

• Checks for consistency 
of data from study 
reviews

• Other corrections to data 
from study reviews
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Goals of peer review and study review audits

These quality control activities help confirm that a study review is accurate and complete so that it 
can be used by the public and included in WWC products and syntheses.
Peer review and audits…
• Verify that the review team appropriately applied the standards and procedures to arrive at the correct 

rating and disposition for a study review and its findings.
• Confirm that the findings and data entered are accurate and complete and reflect the source study 

manuscripts and author query materials.
• Assess the accuracy of the context and narrative sections of the study review.

Peer reviewers and auditors focus on the accuracy of the review rather 
than editorial guidance on the narrative sections of the review. The WWC 
provides examples online of how to write accessible narrative sections 
using plain language, which we’ll touch on in this webinar.
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Peer review

Highlight

All study reviews that meet standards are peer 
reviewed, regardless of whether they are included 
in a product, such as a practice guide. Peer 
reviewers examine original reviewers’ entries in 
the study review guide and source documents. 

Peer reviewers:
• Closely examine every field in a review’s study review 

guide but do not re-review studies.
• Check reviewers’ logic and justifications using master 

review notes and measure notes.
• Reference study manuscripts and author query 

materials, in addition to the Handbook, Study Review 
Protocol, and any synthesis protocol.
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Study review audits

Highlight
Audits are independent re-reviews of studies. 
Audits are done on a rolling basis for a sample of 
all study reviews recently published to the WWC.

How do audits differ from peer review?
• Although the goals are similar, audits are re-reviews of 

studies, while peer reviews are not.
• Auditors re-review recent studies published to the 

WWC and compare the results to the original review.
• Audits are mainly used to identify training needs and 

areas of confusion but also identify errors in the original 
reviews.
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How is this information helpful for my WWC work?

Peer reviewers and auditors help the WWC produce high-
quality reviews that the public can use and trust. 

Now that you know what to expect from these WWC quality 
control activities, you are better prepared to submit reviews 
that meet or exceed WWC quality expectations.
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How Can Reviewers Provide High-Quality 
Documentation in Their Reviews?
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How can reviewers produce high-quality reviews?

• The primary goal of peer review and study review audits is to confirm that a study 
review is accurate and complete.

• High-quality study reviews are essential to support the accuracy and transparency of 
the WWC.

• To promote study quality, we have developed and released a new resource in the User 
Guide for the online study review guide (SRG).

– https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/UserGuide 
• Appendix F: Study Review Documentation and Narrative Guidelines
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New guidelines for reviewers

Appendix F is part of the online SRG User Guide.

It provides guidance to reviewers on two core 
elements of a study review:
• Completing the Study Narrative page.
• Using the reviews’ Study Review Notes section of 

the SRG.
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Study narrative

• The study narrative is the text of the 
“Study Details” section of a WWC 
study page.

• For studies that meet WWC standards, 
most fields on the Study Narrative page 
are public.

• Important that text on these pages is 
high quality and accessible to a broad 
audience.

• Note – please do not copy directly from 
the study text.
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Specific guidelines for each section of the narrative

For example, in the intervention group field:
• Provide a brief, high-level description of the intervention and its purpose.
• Add details about intervention’s content and main components.
• Describe how the intervention was implemented in the study, including duration and 

dosage.
• Be concise and focus on essential details that help readers understand what the 

intervention is.
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Example narrative

• The new appendix also contains an example 
of how the study narrative guidelines were 
applied in a fictional study review.

• Example provides a brief description of the 
intervention in the study.
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Study review notes

• Fourth section of Appendix F – study review 
notes.

• Review notes are essential to:
– Future WWC review teams.
– Quality assurance and peer reviewers.
– Other IES or WWC staff.

• Key to helping others understand and trust the 
results of a review.
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Specific guidelines for each notes field

• Appendix F includes guidelines to help 
reviewers complete their review notes.

• Provides strategies to streamline 
reviewers’ work:

– How to avoid duplicating information 
across sections of the review.

– Focus on details crucial to helping 
others understand your review.

• Guidelines for measure notes.
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How is this information helpful for my WWC work?

Review notes support transparency by documenting and 
describing decisions, identifying the location of information, 
and explaining how information was used.

Narrative sections support audiences in understanding, 
interpreting, and using evidence in a study.

Appendix F of the SRG User Guide contains guidelines to 
help you provide high-quality documentation in your reviews.
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Addressing Common Issues in Reviews’ 
Documentation
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#1: Justify crucial decisions in study review notes

After you complete your review, confirm that you have justified decisions you made in 
your review in your master review notes and measure notes. 

Tips: all 
reviews

• Explain domain placement of outcome measures when not obvious.
• Document data sources for measures, including a page or table number.
• Justify your selection of “official” values for statistical significance and effect size.

Tips: 5.0 
version 
reviews

• Justify the attrition boundary you select for a randomized controlled trial.
• Justify the independence or non-independence of a measure.
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#2: Document and attach author query materials

Reviewers should confirm they’ve completed these two steps before submitting a review 
with an author query.

Step 1
• Describe the information that you 

queried for in your study notes.
• Summarize the author’s response to the 

query and how it contributed to the 
review.

Step 2
• Attach author query materials to the 

review through the author query 
portal. 
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#3: Identify if a study is multisite

Identify whether a study is a multisite study following the guidance in Chapter D of the 
User Guide.

 Where is this documented? The Multisite page of the version 5.0 online study 
review guide.

 Key criterion: Conducted in more than one state, district, school, or campus
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#4: Assign intervention names appropriately 

Guidance differs for assigning intervention names for branded and nonbranded 
interventions. Follow the guidance in Appendix B of the User Guide:
 First check to make sure an existing entry in the intervention names database is not 

suitable.
 If you determine that an intervention is nonbranded, you should assign an 

intervention name in the format:
  Intervention description in sentence case—First author et al. (Year).
  Example: Peer tutoring in remedial mathematics—Rose et al. (2023).
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Wrap-Up
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Resources

Guidelines for submitting studies to peer review:
• Your Contracting Officer’s Representative can provide your review team with guidelines for 

submitting studies for peer review to support quick and efficient reviews.

Guidelines for completing study notes and narratives in reviews:
• User Guide (Appendix F: Study review documentation and narrative guidelines)

Questions and answers about the WWC procedures and standards:
• Questions and Answers about the WWC Procedures and Standards Handbook, Version 5.0
• User Guide (Appendix G: Additional guidance about WWC standards and procedures)
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Thank you for your interest in this webinar!

• If you have any questions about the WWC, quality control activities, or suggestions, 
you can contact the WWC Help Desk (https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/help) or email 
Contact.WWC@ed.gov.

• Staff currently working on WWC contracts can email the WWC Contractor Help Desk 
for support or to provide feedback about quality control activities.
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